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7Flex — obeys every command

7Flex® LCD Arm
MODEL 7FLEX
61 cm
(24”)

40.6 cm
(16”)

2.3 - 7.7 kg
(5 - 17 lbs)

Black

Our best-value, all-purpose arm
suspends your flat panel wherever you
need it. Quickly reposition the monitor
with just one hand.
 Gas cylinder “floats” monitor above

desk—instantly raise and lower monitor.
 Includes FLEXmount™ with six mounting

Save Space

Flexible

7Flex ® will collapse upon itself to
save space when not in use.

Landscape/portrait
monitor positioning.

options, including desk clamp, thru-desk and
wall.

Single LCD Arm

Laptop/Tablet Arm

MODEL 7000

MODEL 7000-T

40.6 cm
(16”)

White

61 cm
(24”)

Silver

0.9 - 14.1 kg
(2 - 31 lbs)

Black

Similar to our 7Flex® LCD Arm, but available with various
finishes and a wide range of cylinder sizes.
 Gas cylinder “floats” monitor above desk—

instantly raise and lower monitor.
 Includes FLEXmount™ with six mounting options, including desk
clamp, thru-desk and wall.

40.6 cm
(16”)

Silver

61.0 cm
(24”)

0.5 - 6.4 kg
(1 - 14 lbs)

Black

The 7000-T Laptop Arm floats computer above desk—
simply grab and move to desired position.
 Securely grips laptop or tablet PC, with quick attach and release.
 Instantly reposition for comfortable viewing.
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Choose a Finish
Our 7000 series is available in
white, silver or black.

Dual LCD Mount
MODEL 7000-8408

40.6 cm
(16”)

White

0.9 - 14.1 kg
(2 - 31 lbs)
per monitor

61 cm
(24”)

Silver

Black

Dual 7000 saves valuable desk space by mounting two
monitors to a single mount.
 Extremely flexible positioning of dual screens.
 Position each monitor independently of the other.
 The dual mount can be clamped to desk edge or grommet, or bolted

through the desk.

Independent Movement
Each arm has 61cm (24") of horizontal
range and 40.6cm (16" ) of vertical range.
Each monitor will also independently rotate,
tilt and pivot.

Vertical/Horizontal
Monitors can be positioned
either side-by-side or one
above another.

Dual LCD Arm
MODEL 7500-WING
45.7 cm
(18”)

Laptop/Tablet & LCD Mount
MODEL 7050
40.6 cm
(16”)

61.0 cm
(24”)

Silver

see below

Black

Combine your tablet or notebook with a full-size monitor
for the productivity gain of dual-screen computing. Our dual
arm solution consumes minimal desk space.
 Position laptop/tablet and monitor independently of the other.
 Supports monitor weight of 0.9 - 14.1 kg (2 - 31 lbs), laptop or

tablet 0.5 - 6.4 kg (1- 14 lbs).

White

68.6 cm
(27”)

Silver

1.6 - 9.5 kg
(3.5 - 21 lbs)
per monitor

Black

Combine our 7500 arm with the dual
monitor Switch™ bracket. Quickly
adjust monitor height.

Portrait/Landscape
Monitors can be
independently pivoted.

 Vertical/horizontal positioning

(position monitors side-by-side or
stacked one over another).
 Monitors can be independently pivoted.
 Internal cable management system—cables
concealed in arm including swivel joints.
 Accommodates most monitors up to
60cm widescreen (monitors can not
exceed weight capacity of arm).

Clutter-Free
Cables can be routed
through the arm for a
clutter-free work area.

What is FLEXmount™?

Accessories

Extender Tubes 15cm (6")
MODEL 8171-6 & 8171-75-6
White

FLEXmount™ is an Innovative mount that offers six different
configurations—all in one kit! This single mount will handle most
mounting scenarios. Best of all, if you decide to change the way the
arm is mounted several months after purchase, there is nothing more to
buy—simply reconfigure your FLEXmount.™

Silver

Black

Raise the height of your arm by 15cm (6").
Increases range of height adjust on arm.
Does not impede 360° rotation.
Extender tube for 8111 FLEXmount™ (8171-6).
Extender tube for 8318 FLEXmount™ (8171-75-6).

FLEXmount™ is ideal for mounting scenarios such as thick desk edges,
desk edges with longer trim and surfaces with a small lip.
FLEXmount™ is included with our Monitor Arms and Pole Arms.

FLEXmount™ can be installed in these six standard configurations:

Extension Arms 10 & 20cm (4" & 8")
MODEL 9118-9112 & 9118-9130
White
Desk Edge

Thru-Desk

Grommet

Wall

Reverse Wall

Side Bolt

Silver

Black

Articulating extension arms that can be added to 7 flex and
other monitor arms.
10cm (4") articulating extension arm (9118-9112).
20cm (8") articulating extension arm (9118-9130).

Pivot
Monitors pivot independently for
landscape or portrait viewing.

Quick-Install
Quick-install
VESA saves time
at setup.

Switch™ Dual Monitor Bracket
MODEL 8428

Switch™ is a highly configurable
multi-monitor bracket. Switch™
meets your current mounting
requirements, but also easily
adapts for future needs. You
can convert your monitor
configurations with little time or
effort.
Accommodates most monitors up to 61cm
(24") widescreen up to 7kg (15 lbs) per
monitor.

Slide
Switch™ can adjust to accommodate
most monitors up to 61cm (24")
widescreen.
Horizontal Configurations

landscape + landscape

landscape + portrait

Rotate
Monitors can be positioned
horizontally or vertically.

portrait + portrait

Vertical Configurations

landscape + landscape

landscape + portrait

portrait + portrait
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